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MARKET COMMENTS
It took only two years to go from the fat years of
2007 to the cataclysm of 2009 for both sales and
operating dynamics of apartments. Right now,
times look good for multi-unit housing, but markets
do revert to the mean.

Demand for larger complexes, especially Class A
urban seems to be hitting limits with push-backs on
offerings of larger complexes. However, >100 unit
sales drove transaction volume in 2016, with >100
units complexes => 75% of gross sales dollars.

The biggest variable driving operations has
been income derived from apartments. It’s
ranged from low (2009 meant few buyers and few
renters) to high (today means lots of buyers and
renters). The individual owner doesn’t have much
control over his/her income and can basically do
what the prevailing market allows him/her to do.
2017 will see a plateau in rent growth plus new
regs regarding rent control in Oregon may affect all
properties as a limiter. Instead of increasing rents,
look at bettering the quality of your tenant stock.
Remember, one bad tenant can cost a half-years
rent.

Buying quality properties in good locations
means you have to reach on pricing (see page
12, Sales by Neighborhood). However, paying extra means your asset will hold its value better and
probably grow in value at a slightly higher rate than
average.
There are still good buying opportunities in
lower-priced outlying areas. To paraphrase
Warren Buffet, you make your most sure gain when
you buy and not when you sell. Demand for smaller
complexes continues to pick up as smaller investors let go of cash and see the relative stability of
investments in multi-unit housing.

You have more control over expenses. Again,
look at your building for things like repairs that
may be cheaper now than waiting until needed.
Issues like moisture invasion should be addressed
as soon as possible. Expenses, especially utility
usage, merit close examination whether curbing
use (desired) or off-loading the cost onto tenants
(bill-backs).
You have a valuable income-generating asset. If
inflation recurs, it should provide asset protection
and income growth at the rate of inflation. It is
worth devoting some of your income to protecting
and preserving that asset.
steve@imgnorthwest.com • 503.970.4593 • 1234 SW 18th Ave. Suite 102, Portland OR 97205
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MARKET COMMENTS
Sellers on vacation - Landlords are making good
money and rent increases are in their favor. There
are a growing percentage of sales being done
“off-market.”
The two factors in de-motivating potential sellers:
They are making good money after the tumult of
2009, and not finding multi-family replacement
properties for a 1031 exchange.
Emergence of micro-units - There is a market for
these since older studios in high Walk Score neighborhoods are still in demand at a high $/sqft rent
value. Most tenants are willing to accept smaller,
single-person units at a lower gross price if they
can live where they want and mitigate the need for
private cars.
However, the success of micro-unit projects
depends on two factors:
1. Good locations with amenities since these factor
in higher with tenants than larger units.
2. Over-building. It is a limited number of units
now with demand outstripping supply, but things
change.

Expense management - Consequent with a
leveling off of rent increases comes the need to
watch expenses. Expenses grow at a consistent
rate, while income has its ups and downs. Utilities
will be the fastest growing expense and anything
you can do to lessen use (e.g. sub-metering) helps.
Managing maintenance is a balancing act that requires doing needed maintenance to avoid a more
expensive repair later.
Other things to consider are taking advantage of
weatherization programs offered at the county
level for older complexes. Moreover, the appeal of
tenant amenities such as bike storage shouldn’t be
discounted, especially in closer-in complexes.
Bottoming out in the rental market. The damping factor will be incomes (Portland, Oregon isn’t
the strongest in creating well-paying jobs). If rents
increase too much, tenants will either go into roommate shares or maybe back to mom’n’dad, or just
leave town for the next “coolest” place.

2016 was a plateau year for rent growth and
owners competed for better-quality tenants, especially on high-end properties. The question now
is - How many tenants are willing and able to pay
$2500+/month for a 2-bed unit? Focus on what you
can do to improve the attractiveness of your apartments to good tenants.
steve@imgnorthwest.com • 503.970.4593 • 1234 SW 18th Ave. Suite 102, Portland OR 97205
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2011 - Close-in properties have very low vacancies.
Continuation of 2010 trends, however, smaller buyers
are slowly returning. Many large sales happen driving
average $/unit higher. The spread between Cap
Rates and Interest Rates is > 2%. Buyers of large
complexes realize the value and begin to buy in a
large way (see Sales by Unit Count, page 15.) New
record in terms of total gross transaction dollars sold
of $1.113B.
2012 - Smaller investors re-enter the market and the
lure of low interest rates and rising rents proves irresistible. Unfortunately, landlords are starting to make
good money and have a rent market in their favor.
Finding reasonably priced replacement properties in
good locations is an issue for potential 1031s. Now
the battle is finding owners willing to sell at all after
having some very good returns erase the abysmal
years of 2007 and earlier.
2013 - Finding reasonably priced properties in good
locations becomes an issue. The 2009 buyers sell
and turn a very nice profit as available inventory dries
up forcing prices up. The spread between average Cap Rates (6.69%) and average lending rates
(4.25%) is still > 1.5%. Total transaction $ almost
surpasses all-time high (2011).

2014 - The spread between average Cap Rates
(6.3%) and average lending rates (4.13%) is still
>1.5%.Total transaction $ surpasses previous all-time
high (2011). The market is heating up with institutional buyers leading the way.
2015 - The spread between average Cap Rates
(5.88%) and average lending rates (3.95%) is still
>1.5%. Total transaction $ sets record easily. Buyer
demand swamps inventory resulting in pricing being
driven by buyers. Sellers still are seeing good income
on properties, however, the threat of rent control rules
in Portland is a threat. Meanwhile, new construction
hits another high with money still cheap.
2016 - Was a watershed year with differing cross
currents including:
•All-time high in gross sales dollars
•Bottoming out in borrowing interest rates
•Large amount of new construction inventory
being brought online
•Threat of government interference through rent
control at local and state levels
•Rents continued at the same 10% per year rate
as in 2015

steve@imgnorthwest.com • 503.970.4593 • 1234 SW 18th Ave. Suite 102, Portland OR 97205
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2017 - So now what?
Biggest questions:

•Are rents topping out, since we seem to be reaching tenant capacity to pay?
•Expenses will always increase. Will income outpace that increase? What can an owner do to control expenses?
•With inflated sales prices, are we hitting a buyer limit? Class A properties have crossed the $400K/unit and
$100M gross sale numbers already.
•Evidence to the contrary notwithstanding, will an interest rate increase reverse pricing trends?
IMG Northwest can keep you current on these and other questions you may have about the Portland rental
market. We’ve also helped owners with:
•Weatherization grants
•Finding new ways to do utility bill-backs that are not intrusive
•Providing thorough financial analyses that compare their rents and expenses to neighborhood averages
•Compiling rent and sales comparables
I send out a monthly email detailing individual apartment sales >$450K. If you’d like to receive this, let me know
at steve@imgnorthwest.com.
Current knowledge about your property and the market helps you make the best decisions and plans for your
today and future income. Making an informed decision sooner trumps being forced into a decision.
With unsolicited offers increasing, learn where you stand and if its even worth considering an offer.

Total Number of Rentable Units by County & Complexes (Estimates)
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Preparing for the future
As an owner, whether you SELL or HOLD, job
number one is to increase Net Operating Income
(NOI). If you can raise top-line income through rents,
fees, or bill-backs...great. However, you’re always
prey to the market for what income you can drive.
What you have more control over are expenses.
Whether this means reducing utility usage or getting
better tenants, it should be an action item. Ultimately, attracting and keeping good tenants is the best
ongoing investment effort you can make.
Keeping maintenance manageable is important.
The first step is ongoing and needed maintenance.
If you are making a decision with limited funds, you
should prioritize:
•Tenant safety issues (immediately)
•Moisture invasion (the sooner you address,
the cheaper it will be to fix)
•Aesthetics (Your tenants will look no better
than your apartments)
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NEW CONSTRUCTION
New construction shouldn’t affect most of the
existing market since money and time barriers
mean you have to build either high rent ($2/sq.ft./
month or more) or subsidized (usually low-income
housing) which affects Class A urban properties.
It’s difficult to build a new apartment building today
that you can rent cheaply. With builders looking at
SDCs (System Development Charges) and fees
pushing $25K per unit, at 5% borrowing cost is
almost $100/month to service soft costs and this
comes out of your return. Most new construction is
happening in higher rent parts of town (downtown,
close-in and Beaverton-Hillsboro).
The continuing attraction of Washington County (Beaverton and Hillsboro) as a rental market
will be the availability of high-income jobs at places
like Nike, Intel, and their support and spin-off businesses in the area. Projections have Washington
County exceeding Multnomah County in jobs and

population by 2030. Think San Jose vs. San Francisco in the Bay area.
Inclusionary Zoning - The City of Portland has
come up with a plan to encourage the construction
of more affordable housing called Inclusionary Zoning to be effective for building permits for >20 unit
apartments issued after Feb. 1, 2017. The basics
are that they will require a set-aside of 20% of the
units for tenants making 60% AMI (Area Median
Income). The tenant share (not including vouchers)
can’t be more than 30% of their income per month.
Owners will need to track the income verification
paperwork. The city will record a 99-year use
restriction on the property. If you do not wish to participate you’ll have to pay an additional $20-$30/sqft
on gross building area. It remains to be seen if this
will remain intact since it will have a chilling effect
on new construction.

New Construction by County
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SALES BY COUNTY
Following are brief comments on each county and
comparison to averages from 2011-2016 (% difference/
total is relative to overall 4-county averages for 2016).
Clackamas - Most growth is in Tualatin and Clackamas (city)/Happy Valley. Clackamas county has some
of the highest income towns (Lake Oswego, West Linn
and Wilsonville) and highest asset values. Unfortunately, most job growth happens outside the county
without too many major employers, except retail outlets
in Happy Valley (Clackamas Town Center) and Tualatin
(Bridgeport).
Clark (WA) - In 2016 a very large percentage of sales
were large complexes (>150 units). Clark County operates without an urban boundary unlike the other three
counties (Multnomah, Clackamas and Washington)
in Oregon, so there is plenty of area for development.
However, there are few major employers outside of
health care and retail. Washington State does not have
an income tax and Vancouver does have lower utility
prices on average. With the threat of rent control looming in Oregon, Vancouver (Clark and Cowlitz counties)

will become more attractive to investors.
Multnomah - Always recognized as the economic
center of the area, however, the inability to attract large
non-governmental employers is beginning to show.
Multnomah will remain the more expensive part of the
metro area. However, Portland has one of the more
activist governments for tenant rights and Portland has
the highest soft costs in the area for builders. Portland
has introduced inclusionary zoning, forcing builders
into including LIH (Low Income Housing) units or paying higher fees (>$20/sq.ft) if they don’t include LIH.
Washington - Wins the award for lowest average Cap
Rate. Its population is projected in 15 years to pass
Multnomah County as the largest in Oregon. A lot of
the fuel for growth is based on the high-tech business
(Intel, Synopsys, Genentech and Salesforce.com) centered on Hillsboro, and Nike in the Beaverton area. In
addition, there is more land available for construction
of residential and plant, so larger complexes exist and
it is a focus for developers.

Following is a 2016 Summary of All Sales in the Portland Metro:
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SALES BY NEIGHBORHOOD

Total Sales - All 4 Portland Metro Counties
Neighborhoods are sorted by ascending 5 year average Cap Rates

Portland Central / West

Central Portland and close-in West - Prices are higher, but you buy asset preservation. This is still a very
in-demand neighborhood and continues to appreciate. Most new construction is either income-qualified or highend (>$2.75/sq.ft./month rent). Average complex size is in the 50-unit range. Operating expenses (especially
water/sewer) and property taxes (due to an excess of bonding) are among the highest in the metro area. While
Portland Central remains the urban hub, two other areas are siphoning off high rents - Close-in East Portland and
Hillsboro-Beaverton. In addition, the sales lead seems to be slipping to the Beaverton-Hillsboro and Washington
County areas due to job growth and availability of amenities.
steve@imgnorthwest.com • 503.970.4593 • 1234 SW 18th Ave. Suite 102, Portland OR 97205 • Investors Management Group Northwest
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Portland SE/NE/North (West of 82nd Avenue)

Close-in East Portland (West of 82nd to the Willamette) - This is also a very in-demand neighborhood and
continues to appreciate faster. Most new construction is either income-qualified or high-end (rents at >$2.50/
sq.ft./month). Access to amenities is paramount and smaller units pre-dominate. Older construction means smaller complexes (20-unit range) available which reflects the relative age of the district and lack of land for
newer and larger projects. There are hot spots for new development along traffic corridors like SE Hawthorne,
SE Division, NE Alberta, N Williams and N Mississippi, which are maturing into high Walk Score locations.
This is probably the center for creative job creation.
Beaverton/Hillsboro/Tigard

Beaverton/Hillsboro - With a lot of inventory, most job and population growth is happening in this area. Job
growth (especially in high-tech) should continue to push demand and rents up. A lot of this growth will be dependent on the expansion of Intel and Nike. While the job base is more diverse than 20 years ago, these are the
400 lb. gorillas for hiring and drawing tenants. In addition, areas like Hillsboro along Cornell Road and Beaverton
along SW Murray and SW Cedar Hills have a lot of amenities. There is also light-rail (MAX) service to downtown
Portland through the heart of both towns. However, there is a very high density of rental units along the MAX line.
There are a wide range of properties in vintage, size and grade. Most transactions have been
larger complexes (>100 units) since smaller owners are getting good demand and holding.
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SALES BY NEIGHBORHOOD
South Portland Suburbs
Wilsonville / Lake Oswego / Happy Valley / Clackamas / Oregon City / Milwaukie / West Linn / Tualatin

South Portland Suburbs (Clackamas County) - The demographics span from the richest cities (Lake Oswego/
West Linn) to the city with the fastest growing percentage of low-income housing in Oregon, Tualatin. However,
between retail developments in Clackamas Town Center and Bridgeport, the availability of amenities is probably
the highest in the area. More readily available land allows larger complexes (100-unit average). The space also
allows for added amenities to lure tenants. Job growth and incomes are average for the Portland metro area.
Property taxes and operating expenses are also average.
Vancouver (WA)

Vancouver - Benefits from lower operating costs (especially utilities) and less government interference than
Oregon. Rent demand seems to be steady. Most transactions are in the larger complexes. Vancouver is not
limited by the Urban Growth Boundary set by Portland Metro government and there are a lot of large spaces
available on the outskirts that offer good access to I-5 and I-205 transportation corridors. New construction is not
anticipated to have a large effect on existing stock.
Portland (East of 82nd) & Gresham

Portland East Suburbs (East of 82nd Avenue) - This would be the lowest rent area in town along with Vancouver. However, lower vacancies close-in will drive tenants out to these markets. Mass transit will help, but there
may be safety/crime issues with mass transit. There seems to be demand since this neighborhood will usually
have the lowest rent rates and higher inventory for tenants to choose from. On the other hand, the price of admission is lower. There is not a lot of new construction planned in this neighborhood besides LIH projects.
steve@imgnorthwest.com • 503.970.4593 • 1234 SW 18th Ave. Suite 102, Portland OR 97205 • Investors Management Group Northwest
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SALES BY UNIT COUNT

Greater than
100 Units

Less than
100 Units

Larger complexes are in demand which keeps Cap Rates lower compared to the overall market.
The large investor faces the issue of an expensive entry price and faith in the continued growth of the
Portland market plus competition from new construction.
For the very large investor, Portland may seem like a small market with only about 20 existing and proposed complexes (>500 units). However, in terms of gross sales dollars, complexes >100 units make
up almost ¾ of all sales. What is interesting is that the ratio (GrossLargeSales/GrossSmallSales = 3/1)
has held for the past five years.

SOLD: Harbour Court Apartments, Portland OR • Units: 99, $17.7MIL
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Complexes With 100+ Units

Probably the best takeaway is that for larger complexes you’ll pay a higher admission fee, but, in return you’ll
have the security of higher incomes and asset preservation. However, due to competition you’ll be paying roughly
a third more in $/unit and $/sqft. A lot of this is due to buyers driving pricing with REITs eager to place money, who
may move on unless they can find property.
Complexes With Less Than 100 Units

In 2012, the smaller investor re-entered the market helping to drive demand again. The smaller investor realizes
that of all commercial property, apartments will always generate income.
If you want to get top dollar out of your apartments, do your maintenance and keep good books so you can see
where your cash is going and fix problems before they become expensive.
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SALES BY DECADE BUILT
All 2011-2016 Sales in 4-County Portland-Metro By Decade Built

Older apartments usually mean a better location.
Most pre-1960 construction was close to downtown.
However, construction was not on the scale of today.
20-unit complexes were the norm. These areas are
favorites for the under-30 renters who value access
to amenities while minimizing the cost of transportation to the point of forsaking private cars.
While the decade of 2010 seems like a big jump in
inventory (which it is) it is not the biggest increase by

decade. Right now, about 25% of all inventory through
2019 looks to be built in the 2010’s. However, most new
construction is either in the core, close-in Eastside, or
Beaverton to Hillsboro.
That honor belongs to the 1990s, when 1/3 of all inventory (up until 1999) was built in the four-county area.
Most 90s construction happened in outlying suburbs
like Gresham, Happy Valley/Clackamas, Tualatin and
Vancouver.

Distribution of All Apartments in the 4-County Portland Metro - 1880-2019
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Pre-1940 - Almost all construction close-in (downtown) to
the Willamette river. Before mid-1920’s construction was
mostly unreinforced masonry (check with your insurance
agent on coverage) while later masonry/stucco construction used wood framing as a support for masonry with
some all-wood construction also. Most units in a studio
configuration or SROs.

1940-1959 - After World War II, Portland witnessed a burst
of population and income growth. In addition, housing for
all these new residents included single-family residences.
Location was a little farther out (West Hills to 39th Ave.
and North Portland.) Most construction was wood frame
and siding, however units became larger including 1- and
2-bedroom complexes. Again, most of these complexes
have great locations since Portland didn’t go much beyond
39th/Cesar Chavez to the east.

1960 and 1979 - Construction trends continued, however the growth of suburbs like Beaverton, Gresham and
Vancouver captured a lot of new construction with the
availability and low cost of land along with lower soft costs
than Portland proper. Also contributing to the growth was
that services and amenities became more common in the
suburbs and outer edges of town. Complex sizes began
to inch up into the 100+ unit range, but this was just the
start. 1970s vintage units seem to offer the most bang for
the buck with lowest $/unit, but seem to suffer the ravages
of owner neglect and poorer locations.
steve@imgnorthwest.com • 503.970.4593 • 1234 SW 18th Ave. Suite 102, Portland OR 97205
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1980 - 1999 - The biggest change was the rapid growth of
a “go large or go home” mentality with 100+ unit complexes proliferating in the suburbs. Beaverton-Hillsboro
showed a lot of growth thanks to pioneering employers
like Intel and Nike. The early 1990s had a large burst of
construction in the Gresham area that it is still recovering
from. For the first time, the Urban Growth Boundary began to hamper developers of apartments. The 1990s were
responsible for construction of almost 33% of all available
units in the four-county area up through 1999, by far the
largest decade of growth (barring 201x futures).

2000 - 2019 - Trends continued with the exception of renewed urban development, especially in areas like
the Pearl District. Another trend was the rapid development and collapse of the condo market with conversion siphoning off some rental stock until 2008. Neighborhoods with high Walk Scores along with the desire
for workers to have a short
commute to jobs like close-in
East Portland (Alberta, Division and Hawthorne avenues)
and North Portland (Mississippi and Williams) are showing
a lot of demand by tenants,
albeit in smaller complex sizes. However, new constructionis overlooking lower rent
areas like East Multnomah
and Clark counties.
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Top 15 Sales by Total $
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2016 LARGEST SALES BY
GROSS $ AND $/UNIT
Top 15 Sales by $/UNIT (>100 units)
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2016 LARGEST SALES BY COUNTY
Clackamas - Top 10 Sales by Total $

Clark (WA) - Top 10 Sales by Total $

Multnomah - Top 10 Sales by Total $

Washington - Top 10 Sales by Total $
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LARGEST SALES BY COUNTY
2011-2016 Top 20 Sales by Total $
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We hope this report helps you understand the Portland rental market
and how you can make money.
IMG Northwest is happy to provide you property market evaluations along with suggestions on how to
increase NOI. Increasing NOI should be paramount whether you are holding or selling your units. It never
hurts to know the value of what you own in the current market.
As a buyer, this information gives you guidelines on what to expect to pay, but realize every property is
unique. You’ll need to determine an accurate value using your own financial analysis.
Contact me if you would like:
• Further detail or breakdowns of this information
• Similar information tailored to your neighborhood or ZIP code(s)
• To receive my monthly email detailing individual apartment sales >$450K
An in-depth analysis of the Portland market is available. Let me know how you’d like to “slice” the market. I
can provide an objective analysis of your apartments without obligation. Upon request, I can send you
a FREE copy of my 80-page book Buying, Selling and Operating Apartments - Using Financial Analysis.
The advisors at IMG Northwest, licensed in both Oregon and Washington, have over four decades of combined experience in apartment investment transactions. They have completed over $2 billion in sales and raised more than $200
million in acquisition equity since 2000.

Steve Morris
Vice President
Principal Broker – OR
Managing Broker – WA
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